Summary: Missing poster for James Chaney, Michael Schwerner, and Andrew Goodman, which was released in the summer of 1964 after their disappearance.

Federal Bureau of Investigation, FBI Missing Poster for James Chaney, Michael Schwerner, and Andrew Goodman, June 29, 1964

Photographs: Civil Rights Lesson

Summary: Birmingham Fire Department turns their hoses on civil rights demonstrators

Bill Hudson, Hosing Down Progress, July 15, 1963
Photographs: Civil Rights Lesson

Summary: Aftermath of the bombings of the Freedom Riders buses outside Anniston, Alabama.

United Press International via High Museum of Art, May 14, 1961
Photographs: Civil Rights Lesson

Summary: KKK member listening angrily to African American professor.

Summary: African American man arrested during Detroit riots

Alvin Quinn, Associated Press, July 23, 1967
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Summary: African American protestors confronting National Guardsmen in Newark, NJ.

Photographs: Civil Rights Lesson

Summary: Scene from the intersection of 12th and Clairmount during the 1967 riots.

Unknown photographer, July 23, 1967
Photographs: Civil Rights Lesson

Summary: Elizabeth Eckford trying to enter Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas.

Will Counts, AP Historical Photo, 1957
Summary: George Wallace blocking the integration of the University of Alabama.
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Summary: Female member of the KKK holding her child.

Harry Benson, Unknown Date  https://www.toptenz.net/iconic-photographs-by-harry-benson.php
Summary: Bobby Seale and Huey Newton outside a Black Panther establishment.
Photographs: Civil Rights Lesson

Summary: Black Power Salute at Summer Olympics 1968

[Image of three athletes raising their fists in a Black Power salute.]

AP Photographer, Associated Press File Photo, October 16, 1968
Photographs: Civil Rights Lesson

Summary: Headshot of murder victim, Viola Liuzzo

Unknown photographer, source unknown
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viola_Liuzzo#Death_and_funeral
Photographs: Civil Rights Lesson

Summary: James Meredith being escorted to class at Ole Miss by U.S. Marshals

Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:James_Meredith_OleMiss.jpg
Photographs: Civil Rights Lesson

Summary: A cafe in Durham, North Carolina
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Summary: Wharlest Jackson’s truck being towed away after the firebombing that killed him.